Come to class!
The ‘workshop speaking class’ is a class focusing on learning new words and phrases that will be instantly
useful to you in your life here. Each lesson takes a topic (e.g. shopping, food, train travel…) and we study
and practice vocabulary, listen to dialogues and you get a lot of opportunity to speak and practice the new
items. This class is good for all levels anyone can come along to any class. And as we look at a different
subject each week, if you have to miss a class you won’t get behind.
The ‘speaking plus class’ is aimed at those who have studied a bit and want to push on. We’ll be looking at
texts, doing listening exercises and of course lots of speaking and pronunciation exercises.
Some comments from my weekly class students
easy to stay focused during class and also to absorb grammar and vocabulary that can actually be put to use
the very reasonable fee she charges has made it a worthwhile and painless investment
We look forward to our weekly lessons – there is a relaxed atmosphere in the class - but we have to work hard too
Great value for money! We will be attending Emma’s classes for a while yet!
it is truly a joy following the well prepared lessons
For the first time I found Portuguese lessons easy to follow, beautifully explained and perfectly pitched at my level. I
was enjoying the learning process and my confidence grew as did my abilities.

In the time I have been attending the class I am amazed at how quickly I have been picking it up, now having the
confidence to practise more and more on my Portuguese neighbours and whilst out shopping, in restaurants etc.
run extremely well and informatively whilst being relaxed enough not to feel under any pressure. I really look
forward to attending the weekly class – Thanks
I have not only learnt some valuable Portuguese, I have also had some fun.
I was concerned about going on my own, however there was no need, as I have been made welcome by Emma and all
others that attend. My advice would be to give it a go.
lessons are always upbeat and fun and it is a great environment to learn
I can honestly say I enjoy the Portuguese lessons with Emma. She adapts the content to suit different learning styles and levels.

while I still don’t have a natural aptitude for learning languages, I have a good teacher this time, and my Portuguese,
“mais ou menos”, is improving.
workshop classes are a great idea, and each class stands alone so you can miss a week without losing out. They are not
too big and the worksheets are easy to understand in English/Portuguese.

